
































B = Breact + Ba = curl A + curl Aa
• The Maxwell equations are solved for two independent
variables
• the vector potential A
• the scalar potential φ
• A is approximated by a series of edge functions Ai
(ensures the continuity of the tangential 
component of A)






















• Source field Aa corresponds to a uniform magnetic flux density . The 
source field Ba is a temporal ramp with a constant sweep rate (mT/s)
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Magnetic flux density 
in the center of the tube (mT)























Difference between FEM-single step and Brandt's method for the 
magnetic flux density @ center of the tube 
Critical exponent n




















 Polar Triangular 

















Distance along the diameter (mm)
Trapped flux without holes
n = 25
Ba = 0 → 200 mT in one time step and Ba = 200 → 0 mT in another
time step (two time steps method)
2D (infinite height) or 3D (finite height) geometry
Simulation parameters
Trapped flux profile
Cylinders of finite height
Squared Polar Triang
Maximum trapped flux increases by 
Assuming the same Jc in both configurations
[1] Brandt E H 1998 Phys. Rev. B 58 6506
[2] Denis S et al. 2007 Supercond. Sci. Technol. 20 192
Bmax
Top cross‐section
1 simulation with 20 time steps         2 days 3/4
20 single time step simulations         3 hours
2. 1 time step of 20s
Bmax
Center cross‐section
Squared lattice Polar squared lattice
Centered rectangular 
lattice Polar triangular lattice
Squared lattice Polar squared lattice
Centered rectangular 
lattice
Polar triangular 
lattice
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~25 % (center)
~30 % (top)
